
Survival  of the fittest

This world is a hostile place. It is a place where the predator and 

the prey co-exist. Religious people say “Trust in the Heaven can help 

us coping with the tight struggle in the society”. Realists say “If your 

back is against the wall, you have to fight back”.

Hostility is obviously seen   in all aspects of our existence. In family, 

there is sibling rivalry, competition for parents’ attention and even 

favoritism. In church, hypocrisy is common. Have you heard of the saying 

“Wolf in sheep’s clothing?” In government, bribery and corruption is

rampant. In company, false advertising is everywhere just to be the top 

notch in the market.

Then how could we survive? Everywhere you go, you are confronted 

with the collision between good and evil. Can dying be a means of living? 

How can we die and live at the same time? Selfishness has to die. It is 

within each one of us. Other people are hurt because we choose to feed 

our own comfort and benefits. If one tries to spread good deeds then it is 

just like a seed it will reap another good deed. There we stop the chain of 

hostility. Survival is possible if one chooses to die. 
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Survival  of the fittest

Conversation Tips:

Giving Opinion:

•In my opinion…

•The way I see it…

•To put it in a nutshell…

•In my point of view…

•If you ask my honest opinion, I believe…

Negating to an opinion:

•I beg to disagree…

•I disagree. I believe that…

•There’s a point there but…

•Not necessarily because…

• He is right when he said…. But I also believe that…

Interaction Link:

Do  you agree or disagree in the following ideas. Justify you answer.

1. Human being is innately bad and is not capable of rehabilitation?

2. The only way to survive in this world is to know how to play with 

the game?

3. Evil act starts from selfish nature.

4. Religious people are the only exemption of moral bankruptcy

5.   Family is a little heaven here on earth.
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